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Abstract
In this report, we present a hybrid neural network system on the
task of the 2nd Clarity Enhancement Challenge. The system, con-
sisting of two stages, handles noisy-reverberant corruption fol-
lowed by post-processing to compensate for listener-specific hear-
ing loss. For handling noisy-reverberant corruption, an end-to-end
speech enhancement model was used. For post-processing, we
designed an auditory correction (AC) module formed by a rule-
based filter to reduce hearing loss effects. In our experiments,
we analyzed the effectiveness of model architectures, amounts of
training data, the head-rotation feature, and the post-processing
module. The experimental results show that our proposed system
can effectively reduce noisy-reverberant corruption and gain per-
formance improvement toward listener-specific hearing loss.
Index Terms: speech enhancement, dereverberation, hearing-loss
compensation

1. Introduction
The goal of speech enhancement (SE) is to map a distorted
speech into its clean version. Various deep learning (DL) models
have been used to formulate a regression function for SE [1–9].
In practice, an SE unit is commonly used as a pre-processor
in speech-related applications, such as automatic speech recog-
nition [10–12], speech emotion recognition [13], and hearing
aids [14,15]. However, for the listening loss (HL) situation, listen-
ers usually suffer from huge degradation of their perception. Since
the HL effect occurs within individual listeners’ ears, a vanilla SE
unit cannot handle the HL effect without knowing its conditional
information.

Thus far, numerous attempts have been made to reduce the
hearing loss effect of specific listeners. In particular, the 1st Clar-
ity Enhancement Challenge (CEC1) [16] is a competition that
aims to build an SE system and improve the corresponding pre-
diction’s intelligibility (STOI) [17, 18] under a specific HL con-
dition. To consider specific HL conditions, most approaches pass
their output of SE models into the officially provided HL simula-
tor [19] before calculating objectives, e.g., STOI loss [20]. These
SE models can be roughly categorized into beamforming and non-
beamforming approaches. For beamforming approaches [21–24],
they take the two-stage strategy that first processing inputs by
a beamformer with their own relative transfer function (RTF)
schemes and then feed their outputs into the downstream neu-
ral network module. For non-beamforming approaches [25–28],
they investigate different architectural designs of the end-to-end
SE modules to directly convert multi-channel inputs into the pre-
diction. All of these existing systems achieve notable improve-
ments under the measurement of Modified Binaural STOI (MB-
STOI) [29]. However, for measuring the hearing-aids perfor-

mance, another well-known metric, Hearing-Aid Speech Percep-
tion Index (HASPI) [30], has not been considered in the challenge
yet.

In this paper, we describe our submission for the 2nd Clar-
ity Enhancement Challenge (CEC2) [16]. Our designed system
is based on two stages. First, we apply an end-to-end SE model
utilizing head-rotation features to reduce noisy-reverberant cor-
ruption. Next, we develop a general rule-based filter as post-
processing for hearing-loss compensation, which corrects the de-
noised results based on a given audiogram, avoiding the need for
fitting the model to a particular hearing-loss simulator and an ob-
jective. More details of our system will be illustrated in the next
section.

2. Methodology
2.1. System overview

Fig. 1 shows the overall flow of our proposed system. Our sys-
tem has two stages that respectively conduct speech enhancement
and hearing-loss compensation. First, for speech enhancement,
we aim to reduce the corruption made by noisy-reverberant en-
vironments and thus transform the low-quality signals into clean
ones. To train the SE module, we prepare batch pairs of noisy-
reverberant signals and their clean versions, estimating the six-
channel inputs into the corresponding anechoic targets. For the
binaural case in CEC2 [16], we separately train two SE modules
for the left and right ears. Next, for hearing-loss compensation,
we post-process the prediction results based on the first stage. To
enrich the perception of the serving listener with particular hear-
ing loss, by inputting the audiograms as conditional features, we
design an auditory correction (AC) algorithm to amplify listener-
specific frequency bins. Finally, we use the AC algorithm to refine
the prediction from the SE module and thereby produce clear and
highlighted signals that are more audible and more intelligible to
the target listener. In the following sections, we will further de-
scribe the details of the architecture and objective of our SE sys-
tem in Section 2.2. To the end, in Section 2.3, we will introduce
the implementation of the post-processing toward the given audio-
gram features.

2.2. Head-rotation-aware speech enhancement

For speech enhancement, we focus on developing a denoising
module to suppress interferences from both noise and speech
sources made by reflection. We choose the work, SUccessive
DOwnsampling and Resampling of Multi-Resolution Features
(SuDoRM-RF) [31,32], as our architecture which has been widely
performed in end-to-end audio source separation area. It is based
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Figure 1: Flowchart of our two-stage system.

on an encoder-separator-decoder framework with specialized 1-D
convolutional layers and layer normalization operations. The con-
nection design is formed by the U-Net infrastructure [33]. Also,
SuDoRM-RF [31, 32] directly processes inputs in the time do-
main, which usually requires a smaller size of kernels for oper-
ations. Following the 5 mini-second latency limitation announced
by officials, the maximum kernel size in the 44.1kHz sampling
rate should be lower than 220 sample points. In contrast, our max-
imum windowing is set to only 21 sample points of look-ahead.
Thus, in our model, all processing blocks satisfy the computation
requirements and thus act in a casual manner. In addition, we
construct external 1-D convolutional layers to process the head-
rotation feature. The six-channel input will be concatenated with
the head-rotation feature to feed the external layers and then re-
spectively add the output to the hidden maps in the front and mid-
dle levels of the main SE module. The combination flow of the
two modules is also shown in Fig. 1.

Since the magnitude of signals will hugely affect the mea-
surement of HASPI scores, we prefer using an objective that can
preserve the consistency of signal-level information. Thus, refer-
ring to the previous work [25], we accordingly choose the negative
value of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as our objective, namely the
SNR loss:

L(y, ŷ) = −10 log10
∥y∥2

∥y − ŷ∥2 + τ∥y∥2 (1)

where ŷ is the estimated signal, and y is its reference. τ =
10−SNRmax/10 is a soft threshold to prevent the issue of gradients
dominating within a training batch [34]. Note that, according to
[34], we set SNRmax to 30dB.

2.3. Hearing-loss compensation

In our previous study, we proposed a perceptual contrast stretch-
ing (PCS) post-processing approach [35] to further improve the
SE performance. The PCS approach is designed based on the crit-
ical importance function with the aim to sharpen the structures
of enhanced speech and suppress residual noise. With the same
idea, we propose an auditory correction (AC) algorithm as a post-
processing method that combines hearing-loss compensation and
stretching together. Based on each given audiogram, the specific
hearing-loss pattern, the AC algorithm is designed to compensate
for hearing loss by amplifying specific amplitude spectra through
a gamma correction, thus further boosting the enhanced speech
signals.

First, we focus on illustrating the mechanism of our amplifica-
tion method. Given the prediction waveform made by denoising,
we first process it via short-time Fourier transform (STFT) and
take its magnitude as the feature, namely Xt,f . Then, referring
to the previous work, PCS [35], we design the whole amplifying
process as:

Yt,f = A(Xt,f ) ·Xγ
t,f (2)

where Yt,f denotes the modified magnitude at the t-th frame and
f -th frequency bin. The value of input feature Xt,f ranges from
[0,M ]. A and γ are a scaling function and a gamma value,

respectively; the scaling function A is defined as A(Xt,f ) =
(1 + 1/Xt,f )

γ − (1/Xt,f )
γ , dynamically determined by Xt,f ;

the value of γ ranges from [0, 1].
Compared with conventional PCS [35], we schedule the

gamma coefficients by considering the audiogram features. More
specifically, given the hearing loss pattern at particular frequencies
in an audiogram, we define our gamma value as γAC [f ], where f
represents the corresponding frequency bin. Based on the input
format provided by CEC2 officials [16], the audiogram configura-
tion is listed as [F0=250, F1=500, F2=1000, F3=2000, F4=3000,
F5=4000, F6=6000, F7=8000], where the index ranges from 0 to
7. In the following, the determination of γAC [f ] can be divided
into three steps.

In the first step, we adopt a rule function to mitigate hearing
level in the audiogram as follows:

L̂i =


Li − 15, if Li > 2Lcut,

Li − 5, if Li > Lcut,

Li, otherwise.
(3)

where L̂i and Li are modified and original hearing level of the
frequency Fi, and Lcut represents a cut value of hearing level. In
this study, we set Lcut = 30dB.

In the second step, we scale the value of L̂i:

L̄i = α · L̂i + δ (4)

where L̄i denotes the scaled result of the frequency fi, and α and
δ represents the scaling factor and bias value. In this study, we set
α = 1/75 and δ = 1.

In the third step, we use the previously derived result L̄i as
features and thus design γAC as:

γAC [f ] =

{
L̄0, if f ≤ F0,
(f−Fil

)

(Fiu−Fil
)
(L̄iu − L̄il) + L̄il , if f > F0

(5)

where f denotes the frequency bin, and il, iu are the indexes of
the audiogram configuration such that il = argmax

i:f<Fi

{Fi} and iu =

argmin
i:f≥Fi

{Fi}, respectively.

Finally, to prevent the values of Yt,f from exceeding the sig-
nal range, we first apply the Hardtanh function [36] as a clipping
function on Yt,f . After that, we take the clipped result of Yt,f

and the corresponding phase component of Xt,f to synthesize the
eventual time-domain signal by the inverse STFT (ISTFT) opera-
tion.

3. Experiments
3.1. Experimental setup and implementation details

The datasets used in the experiments include the originally pro-
vided scene signals and the extended data made by the official
mixing tool, consisting of 6,000 and 36,000, respectively. During
training, all the data loading processes would conduct shifting and



truncation operations for augmentation and thus enrich sample di-
versities.

The head-rotation-aware SE system has three training stages.
First, we trained our main SE module with the original scene data.
Next, we froze the main SE module and externally trained the
head-rotation layer with the original scene data. Finally, we jointly
trained the main SE module and the external head-rotation layer
with the combination of original and extended scene data. To train
the main SE module in the initial stage, we choosed the Adam op-
timizer with β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999, a learning rate of 5×10−4,
and a batch size of 8 with 500,000 steps. To train the external
head-rotation layer, we choosed the Adam optimizer with β1 =
0.9 and β2 = 0.999, a learning rate of 5× 10−6, and a batch size
of 8 with 100,000 steps. To jointly train the SE module and the
head-rotation layer in the final stage, we choosed the Adam opti-
mizer with β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999, a learning rate of 5× 10−6,
and a batch size of 8 with 300,000 steps.

For the architectural detail of the SE module (SuDoRM-RF),
the separation module has 512 input channels, 256 output chan-
nels, up-sampling depth of 5, and 16 blocks; the encoder module
has 6 input channels, 512 output channels, and a kernel size of 21;
the decoder module has 512 input channels, 1 output channels, and
a kernel size of 21. For the architectural detail of the head-rotation
layer, the number of input channels is 7, the output channel for the
front level is 512, and the output channel for the middle level is
256.

3.2. Experimental results

This section describes the evaluation in the development set of
different previous works and various setups. Here, we use the
HASPI score as the metric measurement, ranging from 0 to 1.

3.2.1. Comparison with other models

Table 1 shows the HASPI score with respect to different other
models. BSLN represents the official baseline system provided
by CEC2 [16]. CTASN represents the Conv-Tasnet [37] model
trained with the original scene data. SUDO represents the
SuDoRM-RF [31, 32] model trained with the original scene data.

Table 1: HASPI results of the comparison with other models.

method BSLN CTASN SUDO

HASPI 0.2493 0.4344 0.4756

From Table 1, we can see that SUDO achieved the best re-
sult. Moreover, in their original paper [31], they also listed a com-
plete study of the computation requirement and showed the no-
table efficiency improvement with respect to CTASN. Therefore,
we choose SUDO as the architecture of our main SE module and
accordingly combine it with other setups.

3.2.2. Ablation study

Table 2 shows the HASPI score with respect to different setups in-
troduced in Section 2. The postfix term denotes the corresponding
setup. -hr represents taking the head-rotation feature and com-
bining the SE module with the external head-rotation layer. -ext
represents training our model with the combination of original
and extended scene data. -ac represents post-processing the de-
noising results by the AC algorithm. As we see in Table 2, all
the additional setups can bring improvements. In particular, ex-
tending training data achieved a difference of 0.0389, represent-
ing that expanding the amounts of data can effectively reduce the
over-fitting effect. On the other hand, the head-rotation feature
is highly related to the spatial relationship of the recording envi-
ronment, which is critical information and thus stably raises the

Table 2: HASPI results of the ablation study.

method HASPI

SUDO 0.4756

SUDO-hr 0.4823

SUDO-ext 0.5145

SUDO-hr-ext 0.5299

SUDO-ext-ac 0.5352

SUDO-hr-ext-ac 0.5467

score. Eventually, we utilize the audiogram feature to amplify the
energy in the corresponding frequency bin, successfully reducing
the degradation of HASPI from the HL effect. To sum up, it is
clear that the integration in our system can obviously increase the
HASPI score, confirming the effectiveness of each component.

4. Concluding Remarks
In this short report, we described each component in our hybrid
system submitted to the 2nd Clarity Enhancement Challenge [16].
Our system can be mainly divided into the head-rotation-aware
speech enhancement system and the hearing-loss compensation.
In Section 2.2, we detailedly explained the design of our denois-
ing module, effectively reducing the degradation made by inter-
ference. In Section 2.3, we clearly expressed each step of the de-
veloped AC algorithm, successfully amplifying the energy in the
listener-specific frequency bin. In addition, the effectiveness of
each component has been verified in Section 3.2, especially our
AC algorithm, which stably boosted the performance without fit-
ting our model to a particular hearing-loss simulator and an ob-
jective. To sum up, our system notably brings better perception
under HL situations, being more clear, more audible, and more
intelligible to the target listener.
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